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Collaborative Agents for Distributed Load
Management in Cloud Data Centers using
Live Migration of Virtual Machines
J. Octavio Gutierrez-Garcia and Adrian Ramirez-Nafarrate
Abstract— Load management in Cloud data centers must take into account 1) hardware diversity of hosts, 2) heterogeneous
user requirements, 3) volatile resource usage profiles of virtual machines (VMs), 4) fluctuating load patterns, and 5) energy
consumption. This work proposes distributed problem solving techniques for load management in data centers supported by VM
live migration. Collaborative agents are endowed with a load balancing protocol and an energy-aware consolidation protocol to
balance and consolidate heterogeneous loads in a distributed manner while reducing energy consumption costs. Agents are
provided with 1) policies for deciding when to migrate VMs, 2) a set of heuristics for selecting the VMs to be migrated, 3) a set of
host selection heuristics for determining where to migrate VMs, and 4) policies for determining when to turn off/on hosts. This
paper also proposes a novel load balancing heuristic that migrates the VMs causing the largest resource usage imbalance from
overloaded hosts to underutilized hosts whose resource usage imbalances are reduced the most by hosting the VMs. Empirical
results show that agents adopting the distributed problem solving techniques are efficient and effective in balancing data
centers, consolidating heterogeneous loads, and carrying out energy-aware server consolidation.
Index Terms— Cloud computing, Distributed systems, Intelligent agents, Multiagent systems

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

A

Cloud data center consists of a network of heterogeneous commodity servers [24] providing virtualized
computing services. Users access resources of data centers
by allocating virtual machines (VMs) to hosts. A VM allocation request is composed of a set of functional requirements, e.g., custom software installed, and a set of nonfunctional requirements, namely, number of virtual cores
and size of memory to be allocated. Both data centers and
user requirements are commonly heterogeneous [22]. In
addition, the resource usage profiles of VMs and the
overall load pattern of data centers vary significantly over
time [37]. Furthermore, data centers should increase
hosts’ utilization ratio and reduce the number of idle
hosts in order to reduce energy consumption and operating costs [31]. Moreover, a VM suffers from resource usage imbalance when the utilization of the resources allocated to the VM is uneven. For instance, by making intensive use of CPU, but making little use of memory (as the
applications for image texture sampling presented in
[17]), or vice versa. Aggregate resource usage imbalance
of VMs results in an overall resource usage imbalance of
hosts, and as a consequence, in poor utilization of resources [20], violations of service level agreements [4],
and waste of energy [31]. In addition, some hosts of a
data center may be more suitable to host a given VM with
a certain resource usage profile due to their underlying
hardware architecture and available computing resources
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[14]. Due to the above reasons, a load management system of a data center must take into account 1) the heterogeneity of user requirements, 2) the hardware diversity of
hosts, 3) the volatility of resource usage profiles of VMs,
4) the fluctuations of load patterns, and 5) energy consumption. However, the inherent heterogeneity of data
centers and the dynamicity of their load are often disregarded, see [1], [4], [36]. In addition, centralized load
balancing mechanisms where a single entity is in charge
of balancing loads across hosts have been proposed, see
[10], [23]. In a similar manner, energy-aware server consolidation for data centers is commonly tackled using
centralized approaches, see [18], [29], [32]. Nevertheless,
centralized approaches are not scalable because a central
node has to monitor multiple distributed hosts, becoming
a bottleneck (as well as a single point of failure) when the
data center is under stress.
VM live migration has been used to enable dynamic
load management in data centers, see [11], [33], [38]. VM
live migration allows migrating VMs from a host to another host with almost imperceptible downtime [34].
This paper contributes distributed problem solving
techniques for load management in data centers supported by VM live migration. Collaborative agents are endowed with a load balancing protocol and an energyaware consolidation protocol to balance and consolidate
heterogeneous loads (e.g., migrating memory-intensive
loads to memory-intensive hosts) in a distributed manner
while reducing energy consumption costs. When a host is
overloaded, agents collaborate with each other to sample
resource usage of hosts and determine the best destination host for a VM according to server-centric load management policies. In addition, hosts are managed by servPublished by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. Agent-based Cloud data center architecture.

er manager agents, which collaborate among each other
to consolidate VMs (deployed in potentially underutilized hosts) into fewer hosts. A server manager agent
deployed in an underutilized host interacts with a frontend agent in order to be designated as a leader, meaning
the server manager agent can start migrating VMs to
other hosts and autonomously turning itself off afterward. Additionally, agents deployed in front-end servers
autonomously turn on hosts when VM allocation requests
cannot be fulfilled due to insufficient resources. Moreover, agents are also provided with 1) policies for deciding
when to migrate VMs, 2) a set of heuristics for selecting
the VMs to be migrated, 3) a set of host selection heuristics for determining where to migrate VMs, and 4) policies for determining when to turn off/on hosts.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the agent-based architecture. Section 3 describes the
distributed problem solving techniques. Section 4 provides empirical evidence on the effectiveness and efficiency
of agents in balancing data centers, consolidating heterogeneous loads, and carrying out energy-aware server consolidation. Section 5 includes a comparison with related
work, and Section 6 presents some concluding remarks and
future research directions.

2 AGENT-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR
DISTRIBUTED LOAD MANAGEMENT
The agent-based architecture for distributed load management (Fig. 1) consists of user agents, a front-end agent,
server manager agents, and virtual machine agents.
User agents (UAs) submit VM allocation requests to a
front-end agent. A VM allocation request consists of
number of virtual cores and size of memory (in GBs) to be
allocated for a VM.
The front-end agent (FA) is in charge of requesting VM
allocations to server manager agents in response to VM
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allocation requests from UAs. The FA receives heartbeat
messages from server manager agents containing information about their available computing resources to determine whether a server can host a given VM. A heartbeat message contains the number of available cores, the
amount of available memory, and the percentage of CPU
and memory usage of a given host. The FA is endowed
with a best-fit heuristic and a random load balancing heuristic for the initial allocation of VMs to one of the hosts with
sufficient computing resources. The best-fit heuristic consists of allocating VMs to the hosts with the minimum number of available cores, see [30] for an example of a best-fit
heuristic. The random heuristic consists of randomly allocating VMs to hosts. If the selected server is unable to host the
VM, the procedure is repeated until a selected server is able
to host it. Once the FA has selected an initial destination
host, the FA adopts a request interaction protocol [13] to
request the destination host to reserve memory and virtual cores for a VM. The request interaction protocol is used
for synchronization purposes because the destination
server manager agent may be concurrently interacting
with other server manager agents to host another VM. In
addition, when carrying out energy-aware server consolidation, the FA is in charge of designating server manager
agents as leaders when they are about to be turned off in
order to start migrating VMs (see Section 3.5 for details).
It is acknowledged that other load balancing heuristics
can potentially be programmed to distribute VM allocation requests across hosts. However, this work focuses on
distributed load management and thus centralized load
management techniques are out of the scope.
Server manager agents (SMAs) are in charge of balancing the load across hosts and carrying out energy-aware
server consolidation. In addition, SMAs are also in charge
of consolidating heterogeneous loads (e.g., migrating
memory-intensive loads to memory-intensive hosts) by
using a set of load management policies. When carrying
out energy-aware server consolidation, SMAs interact
with the FA to be designated as leaders in order to be able
to migrate VMs to other hosts and eventually turned
themselves off (see Section 3.5 for details). Other functions of SMAs are:
 Receiving VM allocation requests from the FA.
 Monitoring host resource usages, namely, CPU and
memory usage, which are sent to the FA. The monitoring information is a snapshot of the host’s resource
usage at a given time based on an administratordefined monitoring frequency. The resource usage of a
host is determined by the aggregate resource usage of
its VMs. The resource usage of a VM is a function of
its allocated resources, e.g., number of virtual cores,
and the current usage (e.g., the overall percentage of
CPU usage).
 Replying to call-for-proposals messages sent by overloaded or underutilized SMAs (who are attempting to
migrate VMs) when carrying out collaborative load
balancing and energy-aware server consolidation respectively.
 Allocating memory and virtual cores to host VMs.
 Triggering VM migrations when migration thresholds
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are exceeded.
 Determining the VMs to be migrated when the host is
overloaded or is about to be turned off.
 Determining the destination hosts for VMs.
Virtual machine agents (VMAs) are in charge of monitoring resource usages of VMs and sending the information (enclosed in heartbeat messages) to SMAs. The
monitoring information is a snapshot of a VM’s resource
usage at a given time based on an administrator-defined
monitoring frequency.
It should be noted that FAs, SMAs, and VMAs are designed to be deployed in front-end servers, in hosts at the
hypervisor level and in VMs respectively.

3 DISTRIBUTED PROBLEM SOLVING TECHNIQUES
In order to collaboratively manage the load of a data center, SMAs are provided with load management policies,
VM migration heuristics, host selection heuristics, the
collaborative load balancing protocol, and the energyaware consolidation protocol.

3.1 Load Management Policies
To take into account server heterogeneity, server-centric load
management policies are defined for each host.
To perform load management, SMAs are endowed with
load-related migration thresholds and a load-related activation
threshold. The load-related migration thresholds define the maximum level of CPU and memory usage of a host at which its
performance declines. The load-related activation threshold is
the number of times the resource usage has to exceed the
thresholds of a host (within a time window) before triggering a VM migration. The time window is variable because
it depends on a counter, if the resource usage thresholds
are exceeded, the counter is incremented by one, otherwise, the counter is decreased by one until zero is
reached. In doing so, it is guaranteed that the resource
usage thresholds have to be exceeded several times within
a time window. It is worth mentioning that hosts have independent load-related migration thresholds for memory
and CPU usage to take into account server heterogeneity.
For instance, some hosts may be more suitable to handle
memory-intensive VMs; consequently, their memory migration thresholds may be set relatively high.
To perform energy-aware server consolidation, SMAs are
endowed with an energy-related migration threshold and an
energy-related activation threshold. The energy-related migration
threshold is the minimum power consumption allowed for a
host, which is a function of the percentage of CPU usage.
This is because there is a quasi-linear relationship between
power consumption and CPU usage [6], [12]. The energyrelated activation threshold is the number of times the power
consumption of a host must fall below the energy-related
migration threshold to start migrating VMs to other hosts.
It is worth mentioning that low activation thresholds may
trigger more VM migrations than needed, whereas high
activation thresholds may delay VM migrations unnecessarily
causing performance deterioration. In addition, it should be
noted that the values for the thresholds should be defined by

a data center administrator based on the characteristics of
hosts as in the Red Hat enterprise virtualization suite [10].
Automatic threshold adjustment requires host profiling,
which is out of the scope of this paper.

3.2 VM Migration Heuristics
The VM migration heuristics for selecting the VMs to be migrated are as follows.
1) The CPU-based migration heuristics select the VMs to be
migrated based only on their CPU usage. SMAs can be configured to select the VM with either the highest CPU usage
(HCPU) or the lowest CPU usage (LCPU). On the one hand, by
migrating the VM with the highest CPU usage, an overloaded host may quickly reduce its load. However, the destination host may be soon overloaded by hosting a VM with
substantial computing requirements. On the other hand, by
migrating the VM with the lowest CPU usage, an overloaded host may require more VM migrations to reduce its load.
However, more potential destination hosts can be found and
the VM may not be migrated again due to its low computing
requirements.
2) The memory-based migration heuristics select the VMs to
be migrated based only on their memory usage. SMAs can
be configured to select the VM with either the highest
memory usage (HMEM) or the lowest memory usage (LMEM).
The rationale behind the memory-based migration heuristics
is similar to the rationale of the CPU-based migration heuristics.
3) The combined migration heuristics select the VMs to be
migrated based on both memory and CPU usage. There are
four combined migration heuristics: HCPU-HMEM, HCPU-LMEM,
LCPU-HMEM, and LCPU-LMEM.
The HCPU-LMEM migration heuristic selects the VM with
the highest CPU usage and the lowest memory usage. This is
determined by sorting the VMs hosted in a host in ascending
order according to their CPU usage. Then, a CPU weight of k
is assigned to the VM in the kth position of the sorted list. In
doing so, the VM with the highest CPU usage has the heaviest weight. Afterward, the VMs are sorted in descending
order according to their memory usage and a memory weight
of k is assigned to the VM in the kth position of the sorted
list. In doing so, the VM with the lowest memory usage has
the heaviest weight. Finally, the VM with the highest sum of
CPU weight and memory weight is selected for migration.
The HCPU-HMEM, LCPU-HMEM, and LCPU-LMEM migration
heuristics are implemented similarly to the HCPU-LMEM migration heuristic.
4) The imbalance-based migration heuristic selects the VMs
that cause the largest resource usage imbalance to hosts. The
resource usage imbalance of a host is the absolute difference
between its CPU usage and its memory usage. Then, to calculate the resource usage imbalance caused by a VM, see (3),
the absolute difference between the CPU and memory usage
contributions of the VM to the overall resource usage of its
host is determined. Equations (1) and (2) calculate the CPU
and memory usage contributions of a VM to the overall CPU
and memory usage of its host respectively.
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Fig. 2. Greedy selection of destination hosts.

VM CPU  Host .CPU usage 

VM .vCores  (VM .CPU usage )

VM MEM  Host . Memoryusage 

(1)

Host .vCores
VM .Memory  (VM .Memoryusage ) (2)
Host.Memory

VM .ResourceUsageImbalance  VM CPU  VM MEM

(3)

Where Host.vCores stands for overall number of virtual
cores of the host; Host.Memory stands for overall amount of
memory of the host; VM.vCores stands for number of virtual
cores allocated to the VM; VM.Memory stands for amount of
memory allocated to the VM; Host.CPUusage and
Host.Memoryusage stand for overall CPU and memory usage of
the host respectively; and VM.CPUusage and VM.Memoryusage
stand for CPU and memory usage of the VM respectively.
The rationale behind the imbalance-based migration heuristic is that by migrating VMs causing the largest resource
usage imbalance from hosts, the hosts will eventually have
similar CPU and memory usage.
In addition to the above VM migration heuristics, SMAs
are also capable of selecting VMs for migration at random.

3.3 Host Selection Heuristics
The host selection heuristics used by SMAs are: greedy
selection and imbalance-based selection.
The greedy selection of destination hosts is based on rankings of CPU and memory usage of SMAs playing the
participant role of the CProtocol (see Section 3.4). If the
initiator SMA adopts a CPU-based migration heuristic, the
initiator SMA selects the participant SMA with the lowest
CPU usage as the destination host. In a similar manner, if
the initiator SMA adopts a memory-based migration heuristic, the initiator SMA selects the participant SMA with
the lowest memory usage as the destination host. If the
initiator SMA adopts a combined migration heuristic, the
initiator SMA selects the participant SMA with a combination of the lowest CPU usage and the lowest memory
usage. See Fig. 2 for a detailed definition of the greedy
selection of destination hosts.
The imbalance-based selection of destination hosts selects

Fig. 3. Collaborative load management protocol (CProtocol).

the host of the participant SMA whose resource usage
imbalance is reduced the most by hosting the VM to be
migrated by the initiator SMA. To calculate the resource
usage imbalance of a host before hosting a VM, (see (6)),
the absolute difference between the CPU and memory usage
contributions of the VM to the overall resource usage of the
host is determined. Equations (4) and (5) calculate the CPU
and memory usage contributions of a VM to the overall CPU
and memory usage of a host respectively.
HostCPU  Host. CPU usage 

VM .vCores  (VM .CPU usage )

HostMEM  Host. Memoryusage 

(4)

Host.vCores
VM .Memory  (VM .Memoryusage ) (5)
Host.Memory

Host.ResourceUsageImbalance  HostCPU  HostMEM

(6)

The imbalance-based migration heuristic can be combined with the imbalance-based selection of destination
hosts. The rationale behind this combination is that by migrating VMs causing the largest resource usage imbalance
from overloaded hosts to underutilized hosts whose resource usage imbalances are reduced the most, the load of
the data center will eventually be balanced.

3.4 Collaborative Load Management Protocol
SMAs are endowed with a collaborative load management
protocol (CProtocol) in order to select destination hosts for
VMs in a distributed manner (Fig. 3). Agents, in this work,
make use of the CProtocol to 1) balance the load of a data
center and to 2) consolidate heterogeneous loads, e.g., mi-
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grating memory-intensive VMs to memory-intensive hosts.
Determining whether the CProtocol is used to consolidate or
balance loads depends on the selected load management
policies, VM migration heuristics, and host selection heuristics. See Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for examples of load balancing
and load consolidation respectively.
The CProtocol (Fig. 3) has two roles: initiator and participant. Whereas the initiator role is played by an overloaded
SMA, the participant role is played by m potentially underutilized SMAs. The CPU and memory migration thresholds of
an SMA determine whether the SMA is overloaded or underutilized.
When the load-related activation threshold of an SMA is exceeded, the overloaded SMA adopts the initiator role and
sends a call-for-proposals message (containing the computing
requirements and resource usages of a VM to be migrated)
to m SMAs playing the participant role. From the m participant SMAs, n SMAs with sufficient computing resources to
host the VM reply with a propose message containing information about their hosts, e.g., available virtual cores and
current CPU usage. The other m-n participant SMAs reply
with a refuse message either because they do not have sufficient resources to host the VM or because their resource
usage thresholds would be exceeded by hosting the VM.
Afterward, from the proposals received, the initiator SMA
selects a destination host based on a host selection heuristic
and sends an accept-proposal message to the selected participant SMA and n-1 reject-proposal messages to the remaining
participant SMAs. Then, the selected participant SMA may
reply with either a confirm message indicating that sufficient
resources have been allocated for the VM or a cancel message
indicating that it has no longer sufficient resources to host
the VM due to a sudden increase in CPU or memory usage.
If the initiator SMA receives a confirm message, the initiator
SMA migrates the VM to the host of the selected SMA and
sends an inform-done message to report success; otherwise,
the initiator SMA sends a failure message.
An example scenario of distributed load management
involving four SMAs adopting the CProtocol is as follows.
SMA1, SMA2, and SMA3 are potentially underutilized agents
playing the participant role. SMA0 is an overloaded agent
(playing the initiator role) using the HCPU|Greedy load
balancing heuristic, i.e., SMA0 is configured to select the
VM with the highest CPU usage for migration to the host of
the participant SMA with the lowest CPU usage. In order to
reduce its load, SMA0 sends a call-for-proposals message to
SMA1, SMA2, and SMA3 containing information about the
VM, namely, its number of virtual cores and size of memory
allocated as well as its most recent CPU and memory usages.
SMA3 does not have sufficient resources to allocate the VM
and thus it sends a refuse message to SMA0. SMA1 and SMA2
have sufficient resources to allocate the VM and thus send a
propose message to SMA0 containing information about their
resource usages. The proposal of SMA1 indicates a CPU
usage of 50% and a memory usage of 60%. The proposal of
SMA2 indicates a CPU usage of 20% and a memory usage of
10%. Given that SMA0 is adopting both a CPU-based migration heuristic and the greedy selection of destination hosts, it
selects the proposal of the SMA with the lowest CPU usage,
i.e., the proposal of SMA2. Then, SMA0 sends a reject-proposal

message to SMA1 and an accept-proposal message to SMA2,
which replies with a confirm message. In response, SMA0
migrates the VM to the host of SMA2 and sends an informdone message to report success.
It should be noted that SMAs are capable of adopting
n concurrent instances of the CProtocol. Each underlying
agent conversation of the CProtocol is identified by
means of unique conversation identifiers, which are used
as message filters in order to keep a context for each
agent conversation. In addition, concurrent resource allocation is protected by synchronized critical sections to
prevent the overcommitment of resources.

3.5 Energy-Aware Server Consolidation Protocol
SMAs are endowed with an energy-aware consolidation
protocol (EProtocol) to consolidate VMs deployed in potentially underutilized hosts into fewer hosts. The EProtocol
involves the FA and SMAs and consists of four phases:
1) Leader selection. When both the energy-related migration
threshold and the energy-related activation threshold of an SMA
are exceeded simultaneously, the SMA attempts to promote
itself as the leader by using a request interaction protocol [13]
with the FA. By being a leader, the SMA is enabled to migrate its VMs to other hosts. By selecting a leader, scenarios
where two or more SMAs (about to be turned off) continuously migrate VMs among each other are prevented. If the
energy-related thresholds of other SMAs are exceeded while
there exists a leader SMA, the other SMAs periodically attempt to promote themselves as leaders.
2) Consecutive VM migrations. The leader SMA migrates
VMs one by one to other SMAs by adopting the initiator role
of the CProtocol. The leader SMA uses the HCPU migration
heuristic (see Section 3.2). This is because it is assumed that
the VM with the highest CPU usage is the most difficult to
accommodate in terms of capacity, and as a consequence,
those VMs should be the first to be migrated. In addition, the
leader SMA uses the greedy selection of destination hosts (see
Section 3.3). By allocating the VMs to the SMA with the
lowest CPU usage, the selected SMAs are prevented from
being turned off, and as a consequence, the number of VM
migrations is reduced by delaying further server consolidation.
3) Turning off servers. Once the leader SMA has no VMs, it
sends a message to the FA to indicate that it is no longer the
leader, and it autonomously turns itself off (i.e., it goes into
sleep mode) afterward.
4) Turning on servers. When a UA’s VM allocation request
cannot be fulfilled by the FA due to insufficient resources,
the FA verifies whether there is a host in sleep mode. If it is
the case, the FA turns on the host selected at random and
allocates the VM to the recently turned on server. If there is
no host in sleep mode, the FA rejects the VM allocation request.
It is acknowledged that in order to consolidate hosts,
SMAs require a model of power consumption of the hosts
where they are deployed. In this work, the power consumption of a host is modeled as follows:
if the host is in sleep mode
 ,
P ( Host.CPU usage )  



Host
.CPU usage , if the host is on


(7)
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As were set to 50%. In addittion,
the load-relatedd activation thrreshold was sett to 300. In do
oing
so, the SMA
As were forced
d to migrate VMs constantly
The data cen
nter consisted
d of
during the ssimulations. T
eighteen SMA
As divided in
nto three grou
ups of six SM
MAs
each. Each grroup had diffferent specificcations regard
ding
the number o
of virtual coress and memory
y size to simu
ulate
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Fig. 4. Load balancing results: number of VM migrations.
Fig. 6. Load balancing results: standard deviation of resource usage.

Fig. 5. Load balancing results: resource usage imbalance.

a heterogeneous data center.
Experiment runs were conducted with SMAs using the
following combinations of migration heuristics and selection of destination hosts: HCPU-HMEM|Greedy, LCPULMEM|Greedy, Imbalance|Imbalance, and Random|Random.
The Random|Random load balancing heuristic is used
as a baseline for benchmarking because random heuristics
are commonly used as a baseline to compare other heuristics, e.g., see [39], p. 638.
Performance measures. The performance measures are 1)
average number of VM migrations per host, 2) average
resource usage imbalance per host, and 3) average sample
standard deviation of percentage of resource usage. The
average number of VM migrations per host is calculated as
the overall number of VM migrations divided by the
number of SMAs. The average resource usage imbalance per
host is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the absolute
differences between CPU and memory usage samples of
each SMA through an experiment run. In a similar manner, the average sample standard deviation of percentage of
resource usage is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the
standard deviations of all the resource usage samples of
each SMA through an experiment run.
For each configuration of the agent-based testbed (presented in Table 2), 10 experiment runs were carried out.
Each experiment run consisted of balancing the load derived from 300 VMs.
Results. Empirical results are presented in Figs. 4, 5,
and 6. From these results, three observations are drawn.
Observation 1. On average, SMAs using the Imbal-

ance|Imbalance heuristic migrated fewer VMs than SMAs
using the HCPU-HMEM|Greedy, the LCPU-LMEM|Greedy or the
Random|Random heuristics.
Analysis. As shown in Fig. 4, SMAs balancing loads using the Imbalance|Imbalance heuristic migrated 24.30%
fewer VMs than SMAs using the Random|Random heuristic. This is because SMAs using the Imbalance|Imbalance
heuristic migrated VMs (contributing the most to the
resource usage imbalance of the hosts of the initiator
SMAs) to destination hosts whose resource usage imbalances were reduced the most.
SMAs balancing loads using the HCPU-HMEM|Greedy
heuristic migrated 12.83% fewer VMs than SMAs using
the Random|Random heuristic, see Fig. 4. The SMAs using
the HCPU-HMEM|Greedy heuristic by migrating VMs with
substantial computing requirements required fewer VM
migrations to keep their load below their migration
thresholds than SMAs using the LCPU-LMEM|Greedy or the
Random|Random heuristics.
SMAs balancing loads using the LCPU-LMEM|Greedy
heuristic migrated more VMs than SMAs using the Random|Random heuristic, see Fig. 4. This is because SMAs
migrating VMs with the lowest CPU and memory usages
required more migrations of VMs that contributed little to
keep their load below their migration thresholds. In contrast, the SMAs using the Random|Random heuristic
(which is blind to resource usage) randomly selected VMs
that contributed, to some extent, to keep their load below
their migration thresholds by sometimes selecting VMs
with regular or high resource usages.
In conclusion, collaborative SMAs endowed with the
CProtocol and using the Imbalance|Imbalance or the HCPUHMEM|Greedy heuristics are capable of efficiently balancing loads in a distributed manner with a relatively low
overhead caused by VM migrations.
Observation 2. SMAs endowed with the CProtocol attained a relatively low resource usage imbalance (i.e., a
resource usage imbalance equal or less than 2.05) regardless of the load balancing heuristic.
Analysis. As observed in Fig. 5, SMAs using the Imbalance|Imbalance, the HCPU-HMEM|Greedy, the LCPULMEM|Greedy heuristics attained a smaller resource usage
imbalance than SMAs using the Random|Random heuristic. This is because the Random|Random heuristic is blind
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Figs. 4, 5, and
d 6.

4.2 Server-c
centric Load Managemen
nt Policies

Fig. 7. A
Avg. percentage of resource usage grouped by host
h
type.

to reso
ource usage. Nevertheless,, SMAs using
g the Random|R
Random heurisstic attained a relatively low
w resource
usage imbalance of 2.05. For insta
ance, the resource usage
m have resu
ulted from th
he absolute
imbalaance of 2.05 may
differeence of a mem
mory usage of 90.00%
9
and a CPU
C
usage
of 92.005%. This neg
gligible resourcce usage imba
alance was
attaineed because thee load introduced by the UA
A consisted
of VM
M allocation requests contain
ning randomly and uniformly
y assigned reequirements, e.g.,
e
number of virtual
cores aand resource usage profile of VMs. Then, the random g
generation of the
t VM alloca
ation requests may have
introdu
uced a simiilar number of regular, computeintensiive, and memo
ory-intensive VMs. In addittion, all the
SMAs 1) were increeasingly overlloaded, 2) had
d the same
CPU aand memory migration
m
thressholds, and 3) as soon as
their lload was belo
ow their mig
gration thresh
holds, they
hosted
d other VMs by
y adopting thee CProtocol.
In ssummary, the SMAs throug
gh collaboratio
on can handle heeterogeneous loads while keeping
k
a neg
gligible resourcee usage imbala
ance.
Obsservation 3. Whereas SM
MAs using the LCPULMEM|G
Greedy heurisstic attained the
t
most bala
anced data
center,, SMAs usin
ng the Imbalaance|Imbalancee heuristic
attaineed the least balanced data ceenter.
Anaalysis. Fig. 6 shows that thee average sam
mple standard deeviation of peercentage of resource
r
usag
ge of hosts
ranged
d from 30.5
51 (with SM
MAs using the
t
Imbalance|Im
mbalance heurristic) to 25.76
6 (with SMAss using the
LCPU-LM
heuristic).
h
SM
MAs using the LCPUMEM|Greedy
LMEM|G
Greedy heurisstic attained the
t
most bala
anced data
center because they caused relativ
vely low variattions in the
load o
of the hosts by
b migrating VMs
V
with low
w resource
usagess. However, this
t
also caussed a considerably high
numbeer of VM migrations as ana
alyzed in Observation 1.
In conttrast, SMAs using
u
the Imballance|Imbalancce heuristic
attaineed the least balanced data center, but only with a
relatively small diffeerence of 4.75 and migrating
g consideran SMAs usin
ng the LCPU-LMEM
|Greedy
ably feewer VMs tha
M
heuristtic.
As analyzed in Observations
O
1, 2, and 3, in
i general,
aboration can efficiently and
d effectiveSMAs through colla
ly distrribute heterog
geneous loads achieving ballance within and
d across hostss. In addition
n, in most of the cases,
SMAs using thee Imbalance|Imbalance, the
t
HCPUHMEM|Greedy, and the LCPU-LMEM
ristics outM|Greedy heur
med SMAs ussing the Randoom|Random heeuristic, see
perform

Objective. A seeries of experim
ments was perfformed to evalu
uate
the effectiveneess of SMAs using server-ccentric load m
management poliicies (integratted into the C
CProtocol) in dynamically con
nsolidating hetterogeneous lo
oads.
Experimenttal settings. Th
he data centerr consisted off 18
SMAs (proviided with thee same numb
ber of cores and
o three groupss of 6 SMAs each,
memory size)) divided into
see Table 2. E
Each group h
had SMAs wiith different C
CPU
and memory migration thrresholds in ord
der to consolid
date
d types into diffferent groupss of hosts.
different load
The SMAss of group 1 (ccompute-inten
nsive hosts) w
were
o consolidate CPU load b
by setting a C
CPU
configured to
migration thrreshold of 500% and a meemory migration
threshold of 25%, and prroviding them
m with the LCPUdoing so, the SMAs of grou
up 1
HMEM|Greedy heuristic. In d
were configu
ured to keep compute-inteensive VMs and
migrate memo
ory-intensive VMs.
The SMAss of group 2 ((memory-inten
nsive hosts) w
were
o consolidate m
memory load by setting a C
CPU
configured to
migration thrreshold of 255% and a meemory migration
threshold of 50%, and prroviding them
m with the HCPUdoing so, the SMAs of grou
up 2
LMEM|Greedy heuristic. In d
ured to keep memory-inteensive VMs and
were configu
migrate comp
pute-intensive VMs.
The SMAs of group 3 (rregular hosts) were configu
ured
to consolidatee both CPU aand memory load by settin
ng a
CPU migratio
on threshold o
of 50% and a m
memory migration
threshold of 50%, and prroviding them
m with the LCPUdoing so, the SMAs of grou
up 3
LMEM|Greedy heuristic. In d
ured to havee no preferen
nce for memo
orywere configu
intensive or co
nsive VMs.
ompute-inten
See Section
n 4.1 for detaailed descriptio
ons and justiffications of the l oad-related in
nput parameteers (Table 1) and
g input param
meters of the tesstbed.
the remaining
Performance
ce measures. The performan
nce measures are
average perceentage of CPU
U usage and av
verage percenttage
of memory u
usage grouped
d by host typ
pe, namely, compute-intensivee, memory-inttensive, and reegular hosts.
For each co
onfiguration o
of the agent-baased testbed (p
presented in Tablle 2), 10 experriment runs weere carried ou
ut.
Results. Em
mpirical resultts are presenteed in Fig. 7. Frrom
these results, one observati on is drawn.
n 4. Compute--intensive hostts had a relativ
vely
Observation
high CPU usaage and a rellatively low m
memory usagee. In
contrast, mem
mory-intensiv e hosts had a relatively h
high
memory usag
ge and a relaatively low CP
PU usage. In the
case of regu
ular hosts, th
hey consolidaated both C
CPUintensive and memory-inteensive loads.
Analysis. SM
pute-intensive hosts consolidatMAs of comp
ed a CPU-inteensive load (ssee Fig. 7) by 11) migrating V
VMs
with the loweest CPU usag
ge and the hig
ghest memory
y usage, and 2) triiggering VM m
migrations wh
hen their relattively low memo
ory migration thresholds w
were exceeded
d. In
addition, SM
MAs of comp
pute-intensive hosts migraated
memory-inten
nsive VMs mostly to either memo
oryintensive or rregular hosts because, in m
most of the caases,
the SMAs of ccompute-inten
nsive hosts m
may have not eeven
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TABLE 3
LOAD-RELATE
ED INPUT DATA FOR EXPERIME
ENT 4.3

sent proposals to host memorry-intensive VMs,
V
which
m
migra
ation threshmay have exceedeed their low memory
ments explain
n why SMAs of memoryolds. Similar argum
inten
nsive hosts co
onsolidated a memory-intensive load
(see F
Fig. 7). SMAs of
o regular hosts consolidateed more load
than SMAs of eiither computte-intensive or
o memorynsive hosts (seee Fig. 7) beca
ause they mig
grated fewer
inten
VMs due to the fa
act that they had higher memory
m
and
CPU migration th
hresholds, and
d as a conseq
quence they
also ssent more prop
posals to host VMs.
It is noteworthy
y that SMAs off regular hostss consolidatmore CPU load
d than memorry load, see Fiig. 7. This is
ed m
becau
use the load introduced by
y the UA was unbalanced
with respect to computing req
quirements, i.e., the VM
allocaation requestss required a higher
h
share of the virtual
coress than the sharre of memory of
o the data cen
nter.
In summary, on
n average SM
MAs of compu
ute-intensive
and regular hostss consolidated
d more CPU
U load than
As of memory--intensive hossts. In additio
on, on averSMA
SMAs of mem
mory-intensive and regular hosts
h
consolage, S
idated more mem
mory load th
han SMAs of
o computensive hosts.
inten
It should be notted that even though the lo
oad manageng heuristics were
w
defined
mentt policies and load balancin
in a p
per server basis, different lo
oad types can be effectively con
nsolidated intto different groups of hosts in a distributed manner.

4.3 D
Distributed Energy-Aware
E
e Server Con
nsolidation
Objecctive. A series of
o experimentss was designeed to explore
the effficiency of ag
gents adopting the EProtocoll in carrying
out en
nergy-aware seerver consolida
ation.
Exxperimental settiings. The testbeed has two diffferent sets of
inputt parameters: lo
oad-related inp
put data (Tablee 3) and data
centeer’s input data (Table 4).
Th
he agents invo
olved in the experiment
e
were 1 UA, 1
FA, 220 SMAs, and 1500 VMAs. The number of
o VM allocations was set to 150
00 with an aveerage inter-arriv
val time and
an av
verage inter-deeparture time of 100 ms an
nd 15000 ms
respeectively. The number
n
of corees and the mem
mory size of
the V
VM allocation requests weree randomly asssigned from
the v
values reported
d in Table 3. These values were determined
d based on an
n experimenta
al tuning of th
he testbed to
overlo
oad the data center, but to
o prevent rejecction of VM
allocaations due to insufficient
i
resources. In add
dition, to create a heterogeneou
us load, the VM
Ms were prov
vided with a

TA
TABLE 4
DATA C ENTER’S INPUTT DATA FOR EXP
PERIMENT 4.3

randomly asssigned CPU u
usage profile. The possible longterm means o
of CPU usage w
were 50%, 75%
%, and 100% forr low,
medium and
d high usage reespectively.
The FA w
was endowed w
with the best-ffit and random
m load
balancing heeuristics for th
he initial allocaation of VMs. Both
heuristics arre commonly u
used as bench
hmarks for en
nergyaware serverr consolidation
n, see [8] for an example.
The SMAss were provideed with the HCPPU|Greedy heu
uristic
for the selecction of VMs aand destinatio
on hosts, see Seection
3.5 for a justiification of the selection of thiis heuristic.
Only CPU
U usage was taaken into accou
unt because th
his experiment exxplore energy--aware server consolidation,
n, and
according to Chen et al. [6]] and Fan et al.. [12], there is a quasi-linear relattionship betweeen power con
nsumption and
d CPU
usage.
of SMAs was v
varied
The energyy-related migrattion threshold o
from 90% to 50% in steps o
of 10%. In doin
ng so, the efficciency
was explored
d when the SM
MAs were inccreasingly forcced to
migrate VMss (in order to b
be turned off) due to increassingly
stringent threesholds.
The numb
ber of SMAs iinvolved in th
he experimentss was
set to 20, eacch provided w
with 40 cores an
nd 96 GBs baseed on
the server sp
pecifications reeported in [7]. It should be n
noted
that both thee number of serrvers as well ass their specificaations
were sufficieent to handle tthe load descriibed in Table 33. The
SMAs’ energyy-related activattion threshold w
was set to 10 th
hreshold violation
ns so as to con
ntinuously trig
gger the distrib
buted
server conso
olidation proceess during mosst of the simullation
time. In gen
neral, an energgy-related activaation threshold of 10
violations co
orresponds to an SMA conttinuously exceeeding
its energy-relaated migration tthreshold for 100 m according tto the
simulation tiime rate and th
he monitoring frequency rep
ported
in Table 4.
nsumption mod
del is an instan
nce of
The serveers’ power con
(7) with α = 66.0, β = 106.2388, and γ = 0.5228. The values o
of the
constants of the power con
nsumption mo
odel were calcu
ulated
of the relation
nship between CPU
using a lineaar regression o
usage and p
power consum
mption for one of the Intel seervers
reported in [66].
Performan
nce measures. T
The performan
nce measures aare 1)
kilowatt-hou
ur (kWh) consu
umption for th
he cloud data center,
2) average nu
umber of VM migrations, 3) average numb
ber of
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Fig. 10. Average
e number of VM migrations.

Fig. 8. kkWh consumptio
on for the Cloud data
d
center.

Fig. 11. Average
e number of time
es a server was tturned on.

Fig. 9. A
Average number of active servers
s.

times a server was turned on, an
nd 4) average number of
active sservers.
For each configurration of the agent-based
a
testbed (presented
d in Table 4), 10
1 experimentt runs varying the energyrelated migration thresh
hold were cond
ducted.
Resu
ults. Empiricall results are prresented in Figs. 8, 9, 10,
and 111. From these results,
r
three observations
o
are
a drawn.
Observation 5. In general, the agents
a
endoweed with the
ocol attained a kWh consum
mption for the data center
EProto
lower than the kWh
h consumption attained when
n the hosts
dle (see Fig. 8).
were id
Anaalysis. The baseeline (kWh con
nsumption of all
a the servers witth a CPU usage of 0%) shown in Fig. 8 wass calculated
taking into account the
t servers’ wa
attage when th
hey are idle
(106.2338 w) and the average simullated time (3.8
85 h) of the
experim
ments runs. Ha
aving said thatt, SMAs using the EProtocol (in conjunction with the FA usin
ng either the beest-fit or the
m heuristic) attained a lowerr kWh consum
mption than
random
the kW
Wh consumptio
on of the baselin
ne because:
 Thee SMAs using
g the EProtoco
ol (by autonom
mously migraating VMs wheen their powerr consumption
n thresholds
werre continuouslly exceeded) were
w
capable of
o reducing
the kWh consump
ption for the da
ata center.
 Thee FA turned on
o hosts only when
w
they weere needed,
i.e.,, when the currrent active serv
vers were unab
ble to host a
giv
ven VM and theere were hosts in sleep mode.
Observation 6. Oveerall, 75% of th
he servers (with
h respect to
ng of all the 20 servers
s
being active)
a
were
the basseline consistin
sufficieent for handlin
ng the load of th
he data center (Fig.
(
9).
Anaalysis. The FA and
a the SMAs by autonomou
usly collab-

orating with eeach other weere capable of consolidating
g the
load of underu
utilized serverrs (but with a rrelative high k
kWh
consumption) on a varying n
number of actiive servers according to the load
d.
It is worth mentioning th
hat the differen
nt energy-relatedd migration threshollds of SMAs diid not significaantly influencee the
number of acttive servers (seee Fig. 9). How
wever, the diffeerent
energy-related m
migration threshholds significan
ntly influenced
d the
number of VM
M migrations (ssee Fig. 10) becaause:
1) 75% of th
the servers werre needed and
d sufficient to h
handle the load deescribed in Tab
ble 3.
2) Given th
hat the energyy-related migrattion threshold iindicates the minim
mum power co
onsumption allowed for a ho
ost, a
high energy-rellated migration threshold causeed a relatively h
high
number of VM
M migrations fo
or the given inp
put load as sho
own
in Fig. 10.
n 7. The FA usiing the best-fitt heuristic attaiined
Observation
better perform
mance than thee FA using thee random heurristic
except for the average numb
ber of times a server was turrned
on.
n general, the F
FA using the b
best-fit heuristicc atAnalysis. In
tained a lower
er kWh consum
mption (Fig. 8)), a lower averrage
number of acttive servers (Fiig. 9), and a low
wer average n
number of VM mig
grations (Fig. 10) than the FA
A using the rand
dom
heuristic.
hieved the low
west
The FA ussing the best-fiit heuristic ach
number of acctive servers b
because the co
omputer speciffications of the ho
osts were the ssame, and as a consequence,, the
FA allocated V
VMs in an ord
derly manner b
by firstly allocaating
the VMs to SM
MA1, then to SM
MA2, and so on
n. This caused tthat,
at the beginnin
ng of the simu
ulations, the veery last SMAs ((e.g.,
SMA19 and SM
MA20) were turn
ned off for a brrief period of tiime,
and turned on
n again afterwaard due to the continuous arrrival
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of VM allocation requests. This explains the considerably
higher average number of times a server was turned on
when the FA used the best-fit heuristic with respect to when
the FA used the random heuristic as shown in Fig. 11.
The FA by using the best-fit heuristic achieved a lower
kWh consumption than when the FA used the random heuristic because the FA using the best-fit heuristic achieved the
lowest average number of active servers (Fig. 9). In general,
the lower the number of active servers, the lower the kWh
consumption for the data center.
When the FA used the random heuristic, more VMs were
migrated than when the FA used the best-fit heuristic. This is
because the FA using the random heuristic allocated the
VMs randomly using a uniform distribution. As a consequence, the VMs were allocated to all the servers uniformly,
which had insufficient VMs to prevent their energy-related
migration threshold and energy-related activation threshold from
being exceeded. This caused that the SMAs had to migrate
VMs to other hosts continuously.

5 RELATED WORK COMPARISON
Load management mechanisms have been designed for
different computing environments and with different
emphasis ranging from mechanisms focused on balancing
compute-intensive load for parallel processors [5] to
mechanisms focused on balancing storage load [28]. Since
this work focuses on energy-aware load management in
distributed systems by means of VM live migration, related work includes 1) distributed load management mechanisms, 2) load management algorithms based on VM live
migration, and 3) energy-aware server consolidation.

5.1 Distributed Load Management Mechanisms
Randles et al. [27] quantitatively compare three distributed load balancing mechanisms for Cloud environments: a
honey bee foraging algorithm [21], an active clustering
algorithm [9], and a random-walk algorithm [26]. The
load balancing mechanism based on honey bee foraging
behavior [21] uses a global advertisement board where
hosts post advertisements regarding their performance.
These advertisements are used to calculate the global
colony’s profit that guides the load balancing algorithm.
In the active clustering algorithm presented in [9], hosts
have to be aware of the specific services (e.g., image compression) of their neighbor hosts. The hosts self-organize
themselves into homogeneous clusters and then distribute a specific load across the hosts belonging to the same
cluster. The load balancing mechanism based on random
walks proposed by Rahmeh et al. [26] creates a directed
graph whose vertices represent computing nodes. The indegree of a node indicates its number of available resources. On the one hand, each time a task is assigned to a
node, its in-degree is decreased. On the other hand, when
the task is executed by the node, its in-degree is increased. Tasks are assigned to the node of the highest indegree, i.e., the least loaded, among a set of nodes sampled by means of a random walk influenced by communication delay. The random walk is performed on a network graph created from routing tables.

Unlike [9], [21], and [26], the present work does not require additional structures or services such as advertisement boards as in [21], service discovery systems as in [9]
or routing tables as in [26]. In the present work, a call-forproposals message is broadcasted to available hosts and
only underutilized hosts participate in the bid for the
allocation of a VM. Compared to [9], [21], and [26], the
proposed agent-based load management algorithm takes
into account both memory and CPU usage of hosts instead of time to serve requests as in [21] and number of
tasks currently assigned to hosts as in [9] and [26], which
may not represent the load of a computing node.

5.2 Load Management Mechanisms supported by
VM Live Migration
Barak and Shiloh [2] propose a distributed load balancing
mechanism supported by process migration. Each computing node keeps track of resource usages of n randomly
selected computing nodes, which are constantly exchanging information with each other. The decision about
where to migrate VMs is made based on load estimates of
computing nodes. The selection of the process for migration is based on the process characteristics, e.g., size of the
process. Compared to [2], where computing nodes increase overhead costs by constantly exchanging information every second, agents adopting the CProtocol only
interact with each other when a host is overloaded. In
addition, the load balancing mechanism proposed by
Barak and Shiloh separates the VM migration heuristics
from the host selection heuristics, i.e., there is not a rationale behind combining them. In contrast, in the present
work, agents are provided with load balancing heuristics,
e.g., the Imbalance|Imbalance heuristic, where the selection
of VMs for migration is matched with the selection of
destination hosts.
Zhao and Huang [38] propose a distributed load balancing mechanism supported by VM live migration. In
[38], the VM with the highest combination of CPU and
I/O usages is selected for migration. Destination hosts are
selected based on the number of VMs allocated to them.
The higher the number of VMs allocated to a host, the
higher the probability of being selected as the destination
host. The rationale behind this heuristic is that hosts that
are capable of hosting multiple VMs are computationally
powerful. Zhao and Huang show that this algorithm
reduces the standard deviation of the average processor
usage over time. However, the results reported do not
include the number of VM migrations. In addition, unlike
the present work, Zhao and Huang assumed that all the
hosts have sufficient resources regarding number of cores
and available memory to host VMs. Moreover, the load
balancing heuristics of the present work take into account
both the resource usage of hosts and the resource usage of
VMs.
Fan et al. [11] propose an agent-based service migration framework for hybrid Cloud environments. Agents
are deployed in both private and public Clouds. There are
agents in charge of 1) monitoring computer resources, 2)
allocating and releasing computing resources, 3) migrating services, and 4) keeping track of agents deployed in
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the environment. The migration policies explored by Fan
et al. are based on the load difference between the private
and the public Cloud in terms of the number of jobs currently being executed, the size of jobs, and estimated
completion times. The agent-based system proposed by
Fan et al. elastically allocates and releases computing
resources from the public Cloud based on the load of the
private Cloud. It should be noted that Fan et al. assumed
that all the jobs are initiated on resources of the private
Cloud regardless of whether the private Cloud is overloaded or not. Their migration heuristics are only based
on job characteristics disregarding server heterogeneity.
In contrast, the present work takes into account the overall CPU and memory usage of hosts to determine the best
destination host for a VM, e.g., the host whose resource
usage imbalance would be reduced the most by hosting
the VM.
Anderson et al. [1] propose a self-organizing agentbased load balancing mechanism supported by VM live
migration. When an agent, based on a threshold, detects
that a host is overloaded, the agent of the overloaded host
migrates a VM to an underutilized host randomly selected from a pool of hosts. When, according to some thresholds, an agent is balanced, the agent stops migrating and
allocating VMs. Anderson et al. use lightweight coordination calculus to define the agent interaction protocols that
guide load balancing. These protocols allow only one-toone interaction between an overloaded agent and any
underutilized agent and thus the host of the underutilized agent may not be the best destination host for a
given VM. In addition, unlike the present work, Anderson et al. do not propose a mechanism to select VMs for
migration.
A different perspective on load management is provided by VMware [33] who focuses on relationships
among VMs. Closely related VMs, e.g., VMs hosting services part of the same workflow, may exchange data
among each other and thus the VMs may benefit from
being hosted in the same host. The relationships between
VMs must be identified by using affinity rules, which
allow indicating that two VMs should be kept together.
Affinity rules can also be used to indicate that two VMs
should be kept apart in order to increase availability.
Whereas in [33] the matching between VMs and hosts is
conducted statically and with prior knowledge of the
relationships between VMs, in the present work, the
matching between VMs and hosts is performed dynamically without any prior knowledge of resource usage
profiles of VMs.
The Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization suite [10] makes
use of CPU usage thresholds to trigger VM migrations,
which are defined in a per server basis. Nevertheless,
load balancing is controlled by a central entity that determines what VMs should be migrated and to what destination hosts. Priority is given to the host with the lowest
CPU usage. One of the main differences between Red Hat
and the present work is that whereas in Red Hat the decisions about VM migrations are made by a central entity,
in the present work, decisions about VM migrations result from the collaborative effort of agents in a distributed
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manner. Furthermore, the load balancing heuristics presented in this work not only takes into account CPU usage (as in Red Hat) but memory usage as well. However,
both the present work and Red Hat, do not take into account disk I/O-intensive workloads, which may also
cause performance deterioration of hosts. Nevertheless,
managing disk I/O-intensive workloads is out of the
scope of this work, which focuses on memory-intensive
and compute-intensive loads. See [25] for a load balancing
mechanism for disk I/O-intensive workloads.

5.3 Energy-Aware Server Consolidation
Mechanisms
Server consolidation for data centers is commonly tackled
using centralized approaches, see for instance [18], [29],
and [32]. However, centralized consolidation approaches
involve continuously monitoring the infrastructure of the
data center, which increases communication overhead
and limits the data center’s ability to scale up. In this
regard, the present work makes use of an event-based
monitoring protocol that is only activated when the
thresholds of SMAs are exceeded.
With respect to distributed approaches for server consolidation, Wang et al. [35] proposes a peer-to-peer system where hosts exchange resource usage information
among them periodically, which may be unnecessary if
no server consolidation is required. In a similar manner,
Marzolla et al. [19] use a gossip protocol to update load
vectors of neighbors (i.e., other servers) periodically. It
should be noted that in [19] the update process also depends on a fixed update rate and despite the fact that the
update process involves only neighboring nodes, maintaining the list of neighbors is not a trivial task in dynamic environments such as data centers. It is worth mentioning that both [19] and [35] do not take into account that
data centers are concurrent systems where a host may be
allocating resources for hosting VMs coming from either
front-end servers or other hosts unlike the present concurrent distributed framework.
It is acknowledged that this present work is a considerably and significantly extended version of the work
presented in [16]. This work enhances [16] by:
1. Defining an imbalance factor that indicates how
much a VM contributes to the resource usage imbalance of a host.
2. Devising and implementing the imbalance-based
migration heuristic and the imbalance-based selection of destination hosts.
3. Designing, implementing, and evaluating the EProtocol, a concurrent distributed framework for energy-aware server consolidation.
4. Conducting a new set of experiments to evaluate the
effectiveness and efficiency of agents endowed with
the CProtocol in balancing a data center.
5. Generalizing the results presented in [16] with respect to the efficiency of agents in dynamically consolidating load by conducting experiments using
more stringent experimental settings.
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